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1. Introduction 
Technological development is making machines more human. As for 2017, our tools not only              
perform tasks, but also learn, self-improve, comprehend natural language, and much more.            
There is no shortage of examples for that: self-driving cars, Artificial Intelligence (AI)             
personal assistants, Deep Learning powered computers beating humans in complex games.           
There are even extreme cases of robots being granted passports and citizenship, and a whole               
religions devoted to machines (Solon 2017). On the other hand, technology is making             
humans more machine-like. The average person is ubiquitously connected, and more curious            
minds have been devoted to enhancing our natural abilities and hacking the human body with               
chips, implants , and drugs (Dangerousthings.com, 2017; Cyborgfoundation.com. 2017; Staff          

et al. 2017)  

Figure 1 - Sophia, the first robot to have a citizenship and passport issued. (Sophia AI, 2017) 
 
These trends lead to a particular situation, which could change society forever. What happens              
when machines outperform humans in almost every task? If we are to enhance ourselves with               
technology to keep up, what will happen to those who refuse? Will the boundaries between               
humans and their technologies be blurred? 

This report aims to explore such trends and its impact on jobs. Here, we intend to investigate                 
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possible futures where transhumanism becomes a new norm and what happens to            
employment and work environment; but not forgetting that these changes indeed will            
transform society as a whole. We starts with an analysis of current developments and trends,               
followed by a section envisioning possible scenarios and futures. We end with discussing the              
potential consequences these changes imply. 

2. Biohacking Today 
Although it is usually associated with science fiction, biohacking is to a large extent already               
accepted by society, in the shape of modifications, cochlear implants and pacemakers            
(Pelegrin-Borondo et al., 2017). What has mainly been technology devoted to medical            
purposes is being increasingly commodified, as seen with microchips with RFID or NFC             
technology. In 2015, a Swedish startup hub started offering NFC chip implants to employees,              
who now can now open doors and pay at the bar with a sway of their hands where the chip is                     
located (Press, 2017). Following their lead, the Swedish railway provider, SJ, decided to             
include RFID chip scanning as an alternative to regular tickets in 2017(Coffey, 2017). The              
same year, the first company in the US started offering implants, also for door identification               
and minor payments (Astor, 2017). In the future, as more devices will be able to interact with                 
the chips, the possibilities will seem endless. 

 

Prosthetics and exoskeletons also form a field showing exciting developments in term of             
human enhancement. Although robotic implants were introduced already in the 1980’s, it was             
not until recently that improved technology enabled competitive prices and market scale.            
Wearable robotics are increasingly replacing manual prosthetic limbs, and slowly these           
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developments are being offered for the physical labor industry. Companies such as Kinetek,             
Ekso Bionics, and SuitX produce exoskeletons for factory workers, enhancing employees’           
endurance and strength; and while they are still a small market compared to the medical               
prosthetics, the sales are expected show the highest growth and possibly surpass the latter in               
the upcoming years (Coren, 2017). 

 

More recently, companies that focus solely on biohacking and human enhancement started to             
apper. HVMN, for example, sells “biohacking nutritional supplements”; while Dangerous          
Things produce implantable chips and magnets; and Cyborgs Nest recently launched North            
Sense, an implant that “provides the ability to sense the magnetic field of the planet.” The                
later might be the most curious example, as one of the founders is Neil Harbinson, who was                 
born colorblind and implanted an antenna that produces different frequencies for the colors             
around him, enabling him to hear hues. This implant made him the first person ever to be                 
legally considered a cyborg (Jeffries, 2017). 

It is worth noting that, even if the mentioned examples come from the grinder subculture,               
mainstream actors are steadily becoming interested in human enhancement. In 2017, Elon            
Musk publicly launched his company, Neuralink, which goal is to develop a brain-computer             
interface. Such technology has been studied for years for the purpose to let brain-damaged              
people regain physical and communicational capacities; but Musk’s goal is broader: enable            
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the human brain not only send information, but also receive it. This would integrate the mind                
with AI, allowing it with a rich variety of new functions (London, 2017). 

 

According to the investigation by Pelegrin-Borondo et al. (2017), participants were prone to             
agree that “technological implants to increase innate capacity” are in the interest of society,              
especially those related to aging and cognitive abilities. The same study also demonstrates an              
age divide, with younger subjects showing more “intention to use” such technology. 

These developments will certainly disrupt our society, leading us to the question: how will              
biohacking change society and the labor market? 

3. The impacts on the work environment 
It is impossible to talk about the future of the labor market without discussing, even if briefly,                 
the trends toward automatization. As stated by James Manyika et al. (2017), though roughly              
5% of occupations are fully automatable, almost 100% are partially susceptible to some sort              
of automation. There is a discussion on whether such structural changes will lead to mass               
unemployment or not (Elliott 2017), but it seems a consensus that there will be a polarization                
regarding the job distribution, with workers sharply divided between low and high skilled             
jobs, while the middle class shrinks towards inexistence. According to David Autor (2010),              
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this occurs because middle skill occupations are often routine-based, therefore easily           
automated. In contrast, manual labor and cognitive tasks, usually performed by low skilled             
and high skilled professionals, respectively, are hard to be delegated to machines. Therefore,             
if the discussion here is on the future of jobs, we should work with a polarized scenario; and                  
the essential difference of tasks on each pole make it necessary to analyze the effects of                
biohacking and cyborgization on each separately. 

This will be done with a design fiction approach, by analyzing the career path of two                
subjects: Ted  and Linda.  

3.1 Ted, the factory worker 
 
Born in a small town, Ted started working in the furniture manufacturing company nearby as               
soon as he finished high school. Unlike his brother, who pursued a diploma to help his travel                 
agent career, he never considered studying further and getting a degree. 
  
Even though the factory had seen better days, there was still plenty of work to be done, and                  
eventually, it started taking its toll on Ted's body, as both his arms and back ached every                 
night. His colleagues felt the same and had even discussed reducing work hours. No one               
considered changing career as the small town offered limited opportunities for a different job. 
  
One day during a surprise meeting, the management presented exoskeletons that would be             
implemented on employees who performed physically intensive labor. It was a new model,             
easily attached to limbs and back that required no surgery. It was supposed to give the user                 
more strength and less fatigue, solving both complaints about long hours and body aching. 
  
Ted was skeptical at first but accepted it after being persuaded by his manager. After all, he                 
could not afford to lose this job, especially now that his brother had moved in after having                 
lost his job. He had opposed to getting RFID implants injected, as he did not support the                 
current technological advancements in the workforce, he considered them being dangerous           
and inhumane. Eventually, it cost him his job, as the travel agency preferred enhanced              
workers. As for Ted’s employer, shortly after his decision, the workers who objected the              
exoskeletons ended up being laid off by "a coincidence," even if the bosses denied any               
correlation. 
  
It took a while, but Ted eventually got used to the exoskeleton and even started sleeping with                 
it. When the factory decided to implement newer versions of the exoskeleton, Ted applied for               
the upgrade, although it came with a few consequences. After the upgrade, for example, he               
would have to work 12 hours shifts, six days a week, as compensation for the new hardware.                 
It did not bother him too much thought; this would not be a mere exoskeleton, but also an                  
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actual limb replacement substituting both legs for prosthetics. With such enhancements, he            
read on Amazon reviews; one never gets tired, so he expected the shifts to be smooth. 
  
Ted was in fact surprisingly excited about it and encouraged his brother to implement the               
same kinds of prosthetics as well, as it would give him a chance to get a job. Maybe now that                    
the government started introducing some strong incentives towards body enhancements as a            
way to fight automation, it would be easier to convince him. He read something that from                
next year those who do not get a job for refusing implants and such will not be eligible for                   
unemployment benefits, so his brother might not have a choice after all. It is not 2017, Ted                 
told him, you should not expect to hold a diploma and work only 40 hours a week! 

3.2 Linda, the high skilled talent 
 
After receiving her Master Degree, Linda got her dream job: a position in a digital branding                
and cybermarketing firm. It was a unique opportunity, to work in a company known for being                
on the forefront of innovative solutions and representing several businesses from a variety of              
fields, such as nanotechnology, virtual environments, life sciences, and others. The work            
environment was in fact so modern that already through the hiring process the HR made clear                
that all employees were encouraged to implant RFID chips in their hands to access the               
facilities, using equipment, and storing documents for outside meetings. It was not            
mandatory, of course, but highly recommended as it would be more convenient for all parties               
involved. Linda did not object but followed the recommendations in order not to cause any               
troubles. 
  
Almost a decade later in 2030, Linda had climbed the ladder and was one of the top                 
executives of the same firm, overseeing the Automated Opportunities Department. The           
company had been growing steadily for years, even though the number of employees shrunk              
and was consistently investing in new technologies. Eventually, a client who was a producer              
of brain-machine interfaces for medical purposes started testing its product in work            
environments, and due to their long partnership, the client offered Linda a trial. 
  
It was said to improve cognitive capabilities and provide employees with AR features directly              
connected to the brain, such as memory sharing, instant language translation, and            
downloadable knowledge packages. As a strong advocate for human enhancement, Linda           
considered this being a natural next step if the company wanted to brand itself as a firm at the                   
forefront of technology, innovation, and creativity. As always, employees were encouraged to            
share her attitude. 
  
Today, almost 20 years after joining the company, Linda is the next in line for CEO                
succession. The computer-brain interface she helped the company adopting was a real            
revolution and made possible for them almost to monopolize the market. Since the surgery,              
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the interface has become part of her conscious and has been updated several times, enhancing               
creativity, math skills, body language interpretation, and even with a healthy diet craving.             
She feels as good as she has ever been. 
 
Linda says that the interface her company is using is quite advanced and therefore, job               
applicants with older forms of interfaces are not eligible for the tasks required in their               
business. Of course, she admits there is a barrier there, as these kinds of implants are not                 
cheap or easily accessible. However, there have been talks about the government providing             
some social benefit for purchasing the most basic versions. Nonetheless, as part of a              
programme to encourage young professionals from reduced living standards, Linda is           
overseeing an internship in her department. Those approved will be provided with one of the               
newest implant models so they can explore their potential.  

4. A discussion on the future, a biohacked society 
The tales of Linda and Ted explored here show two different sides of the biohacking coin. It                 
makes clear that not everyone will be affected the same way, but that it will depend on                 
individual context. Low skilled workers such as Ted will be more explicitly forced to adapt to                
implants and enhancements. Given that the work they perform is physical, they are more              
easily replaced by machines. Their choice is not between accepting or not, but rather between               
keeping themselves as an option in the labor market or not, as employment in such situations                
are only justified as long as a human worker is cheaper than automation. In other words, the                 
low skilled workers might be forced to become more like robots if they do not want to be                  
replaced by them. Linda’s experience, however, is different. High skilled and with formal             
education, the job she performs is not physical, but intellectual, therefore not easily             
automated. Naturally, the company also sees benefits of enhancing their employees; and there             
is a level of coercion in play there. The company indeed created an environment designed for                
those with implants, and the social pressure also plays a role if she wanted to be a good                  
employee. Despite that, in her position she had the skills and capacity to relocate herself, to                
pursue a company where that was not a reality. She chose not to, and as a technologic                 
enthusiast, it felt more like acquiring the newest gadget than being forced to change herself. 
 
It is not unthinkable that this reality of implants will deepen a scenario of inequality and                
cause a technological divide: those with more means will have access to better enhancements,              
leading to better jobs, providing more means. An infinite accumulation loop. Of course, one              
can argue that this movement is already real. However, the critical difference is that, in this                
envisioned scenario, the inequality would be attached to your body: Ted would have no              
chance in competing for a position in Linda’s company since it would require having an               
enhancement he simply could not afford to have. Given this differences are physically             
marked, it is also plausible to assume some veiled caste system to arise, segmenting those               
tailor-made for physical labor and cognitive labor. Even strong advocates of transhumanism            
admit that (Author 1998). Their counterpoint, though, is that this should not be a barrier for                
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technological development, and, if a society agrees that inequality is a bad thing, it should               
find ways to tackle the issue, such as taxation and public benefits. 
 
These circumstances would make it reasonable for the government to intervene (as mentioned             
in both scenarios) to even out the technological and consequently economical divide.            
However, the interference of the state would also efficiently support the spread of artificial              
enhancements.  
 
Naturally, this new societal setting will not arise free from dubious implications. For             
example, given such enhancements can, theoretically, improve one’s health, should the           
government make them mandatory, such as vaccines are? From a purely public health             
perspective, that is justifiable, as implants could make people healthier and more functional             
on a societal level. Now, as Ted’s brother, one might not want to receive an implant, and                 
making it a requirement to obtain public benefits can be seen as dictatorial. Sure enough,               
vaccines one day were also seen that way, but today are seen as usual, even though some                 
people opposed to it. So, would Ted’s brother be a 2050 equivalent of today’s anti-vaxxer?               
An increased health rate and lifespan would in turn also possibly call for delayed retirements,               
as the body and mind would not suffer the same kind of exhaustion from operating. 
 
Another question that would most likely arise regards data. Implants are already today             
retrieving high amounts of data. Given an employer-funded the implant the maintenance of it,              
the question of ownership of the data arises. These circumstances are calling for new              
regulations covering tracking, storing and making use of data form implants as there needs to               
be a clear line of where employers are committing infringements to the employee's privacy.              
However, the same means of tracking can be used by governmental institutions for safety and               
anti-terrorism purposes. So where does that leave the individual if the data collection is              
intended for a greater good?  

5. Final words 
This report has intended to, by referencing to extreme fictional scenarios, highlight current             
trends and societal developments. Although the technologies described in this report are only             
in the development process, the commodification of biohacking in professional environments           
is doubtlessly aiming for the mainstream market by praising convenience and physical            
benefits. The discussion above is presenting a few, but vital moral and practical questions              
which will soon enough arise.  
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